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One of the great romantic episodes in western history is the saga of the Santa Fe Trail. For over three decades it served as a vital wagon trail from Missouri to New Mexico; across it travelled the famous and infamous and a lot of ordinary people going about their work. For a long while ignored, it is now receiving just notice.

William Chalfant, long time western historian and Hutchinson, Kansas, attorney, focuses on one period in the trail’s history, the Mexican War phase of American “Manifest Destiny.” His is the story of the military as it protects the trail and uses it as the invasion corridor to march to Santa Fe. The main story details the “troubled and often violent Indian-White relations that plagued the trail during the war years” (p.xiii). Marc Simmons’s foreword sets the scene and takes the reader into the narrative.

A wide variety of people will enjoy this study—those interested in military, Indian, transportation, and southwestern history in general, for example. Its focus is narrow in time and place, its significance broad to the history of the West and the United States.

Although its pace sometimes slows to that of the wagons, Dangerous Passage is a fascinat-